New methods for fast, adaptive motion prediction of a virtual human are proposed and tested. An optimal locomotion for gait-driven motions like pushing, climbing and pick-up/delivery are sought through gradient-based optimization and inverse-dynamics. Such gait-driven motion can be produced by adapting the normal gait motion to the case when a characteristic force is applied, which is called an applied force. The applied force is a resistance force for pushing case and an object weight for delivery case. The concept of the zero moment point is modified to assess the dynamic equilibrium of the motion in presence of the applied force. For fast calculation, analytical forms of the cost/constraint gradients are provided. Stepping patterns are specified a priori to ensure the continuity of the cost/constraint function gradients. Also, by varying knots for the B-spline curve approximation, the gait stage durations are optimized.
INTRODUCTION
The objective is to develop methodologies for fast, adaptable dynamic motion prediction of general gaitdriven human motion. Past works on gait motion prediction can be sorted by their research focus: 1) to find a dynamically-feasible solution in the shortest amount of time to provide a reference motion for robot control and 2) to find an optimal motion that satisfies various kinematical/physical constraints to fulfill a specified objective.
The works in the first category mostly impose additional equality constraints on gait parameters, such as hip/limb motion or the zero moment point (ZMP: a parameter to assess dynamic equilibrium of walking motion without identification of ground reaction forces) trajectory as a function of time. Such equality constraints are called artificial constraints because the gait parameters are arbitrarily chosen by a user rather than being optimized. Those equality constraints are applied a priori to achieve a fast analysis by narrowing down the feasible domain. But it is recommended to minimize the number of artificial constraints used since they may be too restrictive to adapt to changes in the mission goals, the anthropometric data, or the environment (terrain conditions). Azevedo (2004) synthesized a gait motion off-line and applied the simple control law to control a real system. In the off-line motion synthesis, equality constraints on the initial, final, and intermediate positions of the ankle, toe, and hip joints are imposed to ensure obstacle avoidance, static stability, and symmetry of gait stages. Nishiwaki and Kagami (2002) proposed a realtime walking pattern generator to make a humanoid follow specified foot locations on the ground and to maintain a desired zero moment point. In the approach, the initial and final postures, velocity, and arm and foot trajectories are given a priori as equality constraints. Then the horizontal position of the upper body and leg links are modified through an online control system. Kuffner (2002) employed a randomized search strategy based on "Rapidly-exploring Random Trees" to find dynamically stable trajectories. In the approach, the collision-free, statically stable, kinematical path is first determined and then adjusted iteratively to a dynamic trajectory. They use an online balance compensation scheme that enforces constraints upon the center of gravity projection and the ZMP trajectory in order to maintain overall dynamic stability.
The works in the second category search for the best solution that achieves user-specified objective. Inverse dynamics combined with optimization is a popular method to solve for optimal human motion. In the framework, the displacement field is first given by optimization. The unbalance of the given displacement field and the force field is evaluated through differential algebraic equation and is imposed as a constraint in the optimization problem.
The work by Lo (2002) provides good theoretical background for such human motion prediction strategy even if it does not cover gait motion. He used quasi-Newton nonlinear programming techniques to determine the human motion that minimizes the actuating joint torques. The design variables were the control points for the cubic B-spline approximation of joint angle profiles. Chevallereau (2001) planned a walking and running motion using the Pontryagin Maximum Principle to determine the coefficients of a polynomial approximation for profiles of the pelvis translations and joint angle rotations.
Walking is considered a combination of successive single support phases (SSPs) with instantaneous double support phases (DSPs) defined by passive impact.
Flying (no support) is composed of stance and flight phases followed by passive impact. Saidouni and Bessonet (2003) solved for cyclic, symmetric gait motion of a nine degree of freedom model that moves in the sagittal plane. A cyclic, symmetric gait motion is composed of repeated gait stages with SSPs and DSPs that are symmetric when the left and right feet change roles. The control points for the B-spline curves along with the time durations for the gait stages (of SSP and DSP) are optimized to minimize the actuating torque energy. By adopting the time durations as design variables both the motion for the single support and for the double support are simultaneously optimized using a global optimization technique. The precedent works using optimization focused on normal human gait motion such that analysis of single gait stage was enough.
For the prediction of general gait-driven motions that are non-cyclic, non-repetitive, and non-symmetric, fast and adaptive motion prediction methods are needed. The fundamental difficulty specific to predicting gait motion resides in the calculation of the ground reaction force on the feet. Proper ground reaction forces should be in coordinate with the inertia forces due to body motion and gravity forces such that they satisfy dynamic equilibrium. Using the ZMP, one can easily check the dynamic equilibrium of a walking motion without calculation of ground reaction force or actuating joint forces. The original concepts date back thirty-five years and recent literature re-examined the concepts either for clarification or extension [Gowami (1999) ; Vukobratovi and Borovac (2004) ; Sardin and Bessonnet (2004) ]. In this study, the same concept is used but is modified further to incorporate the effect of applied forces on walking. For instance, the motion of pushing a box on a rough floor can be modeled as a biped walking against a resistant, applied force on shoulder.
The applied force is equivalent to the constant friction force between the ground and the box and, transferred to the shoulder. The following section will cover the derivation of the modified zero moment point with applied loads.
Since this study develops a new optimization formulation for predicting a general gait-driven motion that is noncyclic and thus has multiple gait stages, computational cost is higher than that of a single SSP or DSP of a cyclic gait. So, analytical gradients for the cost/constraints are needed to achieve a fast convergence. And the stepping pattern is imposed as an artificial constraint to help quicken convergence. This constraint specifies how many steps the biped takes during the gait motion and the sequence of those steps. We assume that a normal stepping follows the repeated sequence of pattern as: 1) single support on the left foot (LSS); 2) double support with the right foot in the front (RDS) when the right foot heel and the left foot toe are on the ground; 3) single support on the right foot (RSS); 4) double support with left foot in the front (LDS) when the left foot heel and the right foot toe are on the ground. Though the stepping pattern control is an artificial constraint, it is easier to figure out and more general than other artificial constraints such as those on the zero moment trajectory or limb motion. In addition to the stepping pattern control, stage durations are optimized by employing the knots as design variables. The knots determine the B-spline curve approximation of displacement field along with the control points.
ANALYSIS

ZERO MOMENT POINT
This section derives a modified formulation of ZMP that can assess the the dynamic equilibrium of general gaitdriven motions in presence of applied force by the relative location of ZMP to a base of support (BS). The BS is a least line segment includes all the foot points on the ground ( BS 
Derivation of Modified Zero Moment Point
Before derivation of modified ZMP, the original concept of ZMP for the case without any applied forces is briefly described in the following section (italic font), which refers to the literature by Sardin and Bessonnet (2004) . The expression for a modified ZMP location with applied force acting on the body can be derived as follows. Assume that the applied force is a non-contact force and so the non-contact forces include inertia forces, gravity forces, and applied forces (shortly, IGAF). The resultant force by IGAF is:
where m is the total mass of the biped; g is the acceleration of gravity; G is the center of mass (CoM) of the biped; G a is the acceleration of G ; φ is an applied force at body point B .
The resultant moment by IGAF about the ZMP ( D -a red square in Figure 2 ) is given as:
where G H & is the rate of angular momentum at G ; B µ is applied moment at body point B.
Let us consider any point on the ground plane (O in Figure 2 ), then the resultant moment about the point is:
Then, the Equation (2) is rewritten as:
From the condition that the tripping moment by the IGAF measured at the ZMP is zero:
where n is a unit vector that is normal to ground plane and 0 = ⋅ OD n . Then, the ZMP D is defined by:
For any walking motion to satisfy dynamic equilibrium, the ZMP should stay within the BS, BS Γ such that:
where M m ξ ξ , are the lower and upper bounds of the BS as in Figure 2 . The Equation (6) corresponds to the final form of the ZMP location derived in the literature by Sardin and Bessonnet (2004) .
Dynamic Stability by ZMP Margin
Generally, the ZMP falls within the boundary of the BS for the dynamic equilibrium. The concept of dynamic stability comes from the notion that a motion is more stable as the distance between the ZMP and the boundary of the BS increases. Assume that the ZMP is actually on the boundary of the BS, and external loads perturb its position such that it crosses the boundary, which is physically invalid. This perturbation will result in the body tipping over or falling unless measures are taken to reposition the BS (i.e. stepping forward or backward).
FORMULATION
The current motion prediction methods are based on gradient-based optimization with inverse dynamics. To maximize the adaptability of this method, this study strives to use the minimum number of artificial constraints: only the stepping pattern constraint is imposed. Other gait parameters like optimal step size, duration of each gait stage, and the initial and final postures are optimized through analysis. The following describes the optimization formulation along with the cost/constraint function definitions.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The optimization formulation for dynamic motion prediction of human gait is described as follows:
that minimize:
and subject to:
where Θ is a set of design variables that includes control 
where ) (t y η is y-coordinate of foot-point η and t is a set of knots. In addition, the stepping pattern control also specifies the leading foot-point
Then, the upper and lower bounds for BS are given as:
It is possible to simulate anthropometric walking by imposing practical walking patterns such as toe-off at the beginning of swinging stage and heel landing at the end of it.
TIME DISCRETIZATION
As in Equation (9.a) and (10.a), the cost/constraint function is the integral of the corresponding performance measure over time. Using the trapezoidal rule, the integral term can be replaced by the sum of the performance measure at discrete time frames, namely sample time frames. Here, the sample time frames are chosen to be uniformly-distributed over a local time axis such that:
where jp t is the th p sample time frame in the th j local time axis and sample n is the number of sample time frames per a gait stage. Then the cost function can be rewritten as:
where j t ∆ is time step size between sample time frames at the th j gait stage. By letting the sample time frame be a function of knots, such distribution ensures the continuity of cost/constraint gradient over knot changes. Continuity is crucial when providing correct search directions to the gradient-based optimizer.
COST FUNCTION
To minimize the cost function, dynamic stability needs to be maximized. There are two ways to increase dynamic stability by minimizing DS f : (a) increase the margin of ZMP to the border of SR, and (b) increase the support region span.
is the x-coordinate of ZMP and η x is x-coordinate of foot-point η .
CONSTRAINTS
There are several types of performance measures for gait motion prediction: 1) joint angle limits, 2) moment equilibrium, 3) no foot-ground slippage, 4) no foot-ground penetration, 5) no foot-ground slippage condition and 6) initial/final conditions for the left foot toe. The constraint condition for joint angle limits is given as follows:
where k q is the th k degrees of freedom representing either joint angle or pelvis translation at time frame t; and, L k q and U k q are its upper and lower limits respectively. The conditions for moment equilibrium in two-dimensions is given in inequalities as:
The constraint for no foot-ground slippage ensures that the horizontal velocity of the foot-points contacting the ground contact is zero. The condition is given as follows:
where η x & denotes the velocity in x-direction of the footpoint η . The constraint for no ground penetration imposes the condition that the foot-points that are not in ground contact stay above ground level. This constraint is stated as follows:
where ) (
is the set of foot-points that are not in ground contact. The initial/final conditions for the left foot are stated as follows: 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
HUMAN LINKAGE MODEL
The proposed motion prediction methods are tested for practicality and robustness by using a simpler human model. This human body is modeled as multi-linkage system that is planar and consists of 13 DOF. There are 2 degrees of freedom for global translation of the pelvis The example is for simulation of a biped pushing a load while walking. The load is modeled as a constant force acting on the shoulder and in the opposite direction as the movement. The resistant force is caused by the friction between the object being pushed and the ground.
To illustrate the adaptability of this dynamic motion simulation two cases are shown. The first case uses an external force of 250 N (Figure 4 ) and the second case uses an external force of 500 N ( Figure 5 ). The stepping pattern control is specified as in Table 1 . The initial and final conditions are given as positions of the left footpoints and are two meters away. 
CLIMBING
The predicted climbing motion is actually very similar to that in pushing motion ( Figure 6 ). In climbing, the tangential component of gravity to the slope acts in the opposite direction as motion just as the external force did in the pushing example. Since the friction force is assumed large enough in this study, the human will not slip along the slope in the Figure. But friction is very important in practices when the normal component of the IGEF to the slope becomes smaller as the slope increases and, the friction force may not be large enough to prevent slipping.
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
The third example shows the lifting, carrying, and delivery of an object weighing 250 N (Figure 7) . To simulate the picking-up motion and delivery, the hand locations are specified at initial and final time frames instead of foot locations. The object weight is applied as a constant external force acting downward on the hands. The magnitude of this external force is 125 N applied to each hand.
The posture for picking up the object is shown in Figure  7 (a). Although the optimal solution results in the person bending backward to pick up the object this is not a solution that is true to life. Bending backward results in a solution with maximum dynamic stability, but it is impractical in two ways: 1) is the box is being picked up by two hands this solution may result in the box and trunk colliding and 2) in real-life visibility may have just as much consideration as stability. A person assumes a posture that allows him/her to see the object being lifted. Another issue to consider when carrying an object is the inertia force of the object. Since when the object is heavy its inertia forces may be considerable.
CONCLUSION
New gradient-based optimization methods are proposed to achieve fast, adaptive prediction of general human gaitdriven motions. The methods solve for the optimal displacement field and gait durations that satisfy all the constraints given and achieve a certain objective. These constraints include keeping joints within their limits; maintaining dynamic equilibrium; not allowing the feet to slip on the ground; not allowing the feet to penetrate the ground; and meeting the initial and final position constraints. The objective is to maximize the dynamic stability of motion.
The major contributions of this study to the field of motion prediction are: 1) the extension of the ZMP concept to the case of walking under applied forces; 2) the formulation of a motion prediction method that is suitable for gradientbased optimization by controlling the stepping pattern and using variable knots; 3) the development of a fast, adaptable motion prediction program that predicts general gait-driven human motions.
The current development of this dynamic motion prediction program is aimed at extending the framework of motion prediction to three-dimensions. It is expected that the lateral stability may have more influence on the choice of optimal motion than the stability in forward direction. This is because the stability margin of ZMP in the lateral direction is smaller than that in forward direction.
